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ABSTRACT

Health matters, and issues of human health and the environment cannot be separated when discussing sustainable development. The success of award-winning presentations such as “Full Transparency in Product Declarations” continuing education course is a testimony to the value professionals place on fully understanding how a building product impacts human health and the environment. It is now time to take the conversation a step further with its new “Creating Healthy Healthcare Environments” course by examining how building products affect the health of patients and caregivers in healthcare facilities.

This course will:

- Identify and recognize health issues related to the transfer of infectious bacteria in indoor healthcare environments
- Investigate options to improve healthier environments that contribute to indoor environmental quality in LEED and general
- Understand Persistent, Bio-accumulative, and Toxic (PBT) materials and their impacts on human health
- Compare differences between chemical approaches and natural approaches to addressing infectious bacteria in healthcare facilities
- Specify natural antimicrobial flooring and wall material consistent with LEED v4.
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